


There are many low end 

products being offered by big
box stores and "fly by night"
fence companies. An investment
like a vinyl fence system should
not be taken lightly. A warranty is
only as good as the company
offering it. We will stand behind
our products as we have been
doing since 1923! 

All fences are not 
created equal!

Backed by the most comprehensive warranties in the business, our vinyl fence is sure to stand the test of time. Our 
White, Almond and Khaki, fence materials are covered by a 50 year prorated warranty, that is also transferable to a 
second homeowner. See your local dealer for a copy of either warranty form.

11

WArrANTY

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top and Bottom Rail. 

Aluminum reinforcement for bottom rail.
pickets: 7/8'' x 3'' Dog Ear and Spade picket caps.
picket spacing: 3'' or 1 3/4''
posts: 4'' x 4'' or 5'' x 5'' for 6'h    
pool code: 5', 6'h

asbury

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail
pickets: 7/8'' x 3'' Dog Ear and Spade picket caps.         
picket spacing: 3'' or 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5' , 6'h

tucKerton

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top and Bottom Rail. 

Aluminum reinforcement for bottom rail.
pickets: 7/8'' x 3'' Dog Ear and Spade picket caps.        
picket spacing: 3'' or 1 3/4''
posts: 4'' x 4'' or 5'' x 5'' for 6'h
pool code: 5', 6'h

freeHold

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail
pickets: 7/8'' x 3'' Dog Ear and Spade picket caps.         
picket spacing: 3'' or 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5', 6'h

GalloWay

2

the full Hometown Vinyl warranty is viewable on our website at www.hometownvinyl.com

Don't be fooled by 
INfErIor ProDuCTS!

Our picket fence is manufactured 
with routed rails to eliminate 

dislodged pickets.

Sagging bottom rails will lead to blown 
out pickets! The structural integrity of our 

2" x 7" privacy rail is unmatched!
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PICKET STYLES
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D&D TECHNoLoGIES
LoKK LATCH Pro

This is the privacy latch fencing contractors and locksmiths
have been waiting for! Award-winning Lokk•Latch PRO® is
the most sophisticated privacy and security gate latch ever
devised. This quality, two-part latch can be operated and
locked from either side of the gate! It can be conveniently
keyed-alike (by a locksmith) to match most household doors
by way of its sturdy 6-pin security lock. This stylishly designed
latch is manufactured from molded, rust-proof polymer materials
and marine-grade stainless steel components, all of which
ensure a robust,high-impact product that’s designed to last.

MuLTI ADJuST HINGE

The Tru•Close® “MULTI-ADJUST™” tension-adjustable hinge
is the ideal hinge for vinyl or wood gates. This revolutionary
heavy duty hinge offers the ultimate range of vertical and
horizontal adjustment, plus tension adjustment, for large,
heavy or high-traffic gates. This, combined with fast, 
convenient fitting alignment, makes the MULTI-ADJUST™
from Tru•Close® the ideal “big gate hinge.” The MULTI-
ADJUST hinge carries all the usual Tru•Close® hinge 
benefits: no rusting, no binding, no sagging and no staining!
The most notable feature is the horizontal and vertical
adjustment – the ability to adjust the hinge (the gate) up to
3/4” (19mm) in either a vertical or a horizontal direction at
any time after installation.

MAGNA LATCH

Ideal for Swimming Pools and other Child Safety Gates. Easy to
install within minutes. The high mounting position is specially
designed to be out of reach of children. Combine this product
with our Tru-Close® self-closing gate hinges for the ultimate in
safe and dependable gate operation.

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail, 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5'h, 6'h

esseX

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5', 6'h

HANOVER

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5'' 
pool code: 5'h , 6'h

VENTNOR

3

CoLor CHArTS
It’s your choice. Any one of our 3 colors are made to stand the test of time, and give your property that distinctive look
for years to come. Check with your local dealer for availability and current lead times. (colors are approximate)

WHITE ALMOND KHAKI
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D&D TECHNoLoGIES
LoKK LATCH Pro

This is the privacy latch fencing contractors and locksmiths
have been waiting for! Award-winning Lokk•Latch PRO® is
the most sophisticated privacy and security gate latch ever
devised. This quality, two-part latch can be operated and
locked from either side of the gate! It can be conveniently
keyed-alike (by a locksmith) to match most household doors
by way of its sturdy 6-pin security lock. This stylishly designed
latch is manufactured from molded, rust-proof polymer materials
and marine-grade stainless steel components, all of which
ensure a robust,high-impact product that’s designed to last.

MuLTI ADJuST HINGE

The Tru•Close® “MULTI-ADJUST™” tension-adjustable hinge
is the ideal hinge for vinyl or wood gates. This revolutionary
heavy duty hinge offers the ultimate range of vertical and
horizontal adjustment, plus tension adjustment, for large,
heavy or high-traffic gates. This, combined with fast, 
convenient fitting alignment, makes the MULTI-ADJUST™
from Tru•Close® the ideal “big gate hinge.” The MULTI-
ADJUST hinge carries all the usual Tru•Close® hinge 
benefits: no rusting, no binding, no sagging and no staining!
The most notable feature is the horizontal and vertical
adjustment – the ability to adjust the hinge (the gate) up to
3/4” (19mm) in either a vertical or a horizontal direction at
any time after installation.

MAGNA LATCH

Ideal for Swimming Pools and other Child Safety Gates. Easy to
install within minutes. The high mounting position is specially
designed to be out of reach of children. Combine this product
with our Tru-Close® self-closing gate hinges for the ultimate in
safe and dependable gate operation.

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail, 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5'h, 6'h

esseX

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5', 6'h

HANOVER

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5'' 
pool code: 5'h , 6'h

VENTNOR

3

CoLor CHArTS
It’s your choice. Any one of our 3 colors are made to stand the test of time, and give your property that distinctive look
for years to come. Check with your local dealer for availability and current lead times. (colors are approximate)

WHITE ALMOND KHAKI
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Heights: 3', 4', 5'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 1 1/2'' x 5 1/2''
posts: 5'' x 5''

Heights: 4', 5', 6'
colors: Kanyon and Graystone.
rails: 1 1/2'' x 5 1/2'' with steel reinforcement.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6'' Tongue and Groove.
posts: 5'' x 5''

rancH rail

WoodGrain priVacy fence

Heights: 36' and 42'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' T-rail top. 2'' x 3 1/2'' bottom rail. 

Aluminum Reinforcement in both.
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 3 1/2''
posts: 4'' x 4''

aValon

7

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top and Bottom Rail, 2'' x 3 1/2'' mid rail 

for 6'h. Aluminum reinforcement for bottom rail.
pickets: 7/8'' x 1 1/2'' and 7/8'' x 3'' alternating.
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 4'' x 4'', 5'' x 5'' for 6'h
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h

fairfield

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top and Bottom Rail. Aluminum 

reinforcement for bottom rail. Middle rail for 6'h.
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4'' or 3''
pool code: 4'h, 5'h , 6'h, 

GreenWicH

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top and Bottom rail, mid rail for 6'h.

Aluminum reinforcement for bottom rail.
picket spacing: 3'', 1 3/4'', 1''
posts: 4'' x 4'', 5'' x 5'' for 6'h
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h

arcadia

6

Hometown Vinyl has an enormous inventory at our Mickleton, NJ plant to 
eliminate extended lead times.

Hometown Vinyl has a fleet of trucks to guarantee delivery on time 
every time.

neW!
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D&D TECHNoLoGIES
LoKK LATCH Pro

This is the privacy latch fencing contractors and locksmiths
have been waiting for! Award-winning Lokk•Latch PRO® is
the most sophisticated privacy and security gate latch ever
devised. This quality, two-part latch can be operated and
locked from either side of the gate! It can be conveniently
keyed-alike (by a locksmith) to match most household doors
by way of its sturdy 6-pin security lock. This stylishly designed
latch is manufactured from molded, rust-proof polymer materials
and marine-grade stainless steel components, all of which
ensure a robust,high-impact product that’s designed to last.

MuLTI ADJuST HINGE

The Tru•Close® “MULTI-ADJUST™” tension-adjustable hinge
is the ideal hinge for vinyl or wood gates. This revolutionary
heavy duty hinge offers the ultimate range of vertical and
horizontal adjustment, plus tension adjustment, for large,
heavy or high-traffic gates. This, combined with fast, 
convenient fitting alignment, makes the MULTI-ADJUST™
from Tru•Close® the ideal “big gate hinge.” The MULTI-
ADJUST hinge carries all the usual Tru•Close® hinge 
benefits: no rusting, no binding, no sagging and no staining!
The most notable feature is the horizontal and vertical
adjustment – the ability to adjust the hinge (the gate) up to
3/4” (19mm) in either a vertical or a horizontal direction at
any time after installation.

MAGNA LATCH

Ideal for Swimming Pools and other Child Safety Gates. Easy to
install within minutes. The high mounting position is specially
designed to be out of reach of children. Combine this product
with our Tru-Close® self-closing gate hinges for the ultimate in
safe and dependable gate operation.

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail, 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5'h, 6'h

esseX

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5', 6'h

HANOVER

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5'' 
pool code: 5'h , 6'h

VENTNOR

3

CoLor CHArTS
It’s your choice. Any one of our 3 colors are made to stand the test of time, and give your property that distinctive look
for years to come. Check with your local dealer for availability and current lead times. (colors are approximate)

WHITE ALMOND KHAKI
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GoTHIC DoME TEArDroP

SoLAr EXTErNAL INTErNAL

NEW ENGLAND LIGHTED fEDErATIoN

Vinyl post caps shown below are available in all colors and are also covered by the lifetime warranty.

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 4'' x 4'' Top and Bottom Rail. 

2'' x 3 1/2'' middle rail for 6'h.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6'' 
picket spacing: 1/2''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h

LONGWOOD

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 6'' Top and Bottom Rail, 2'' x 3 1/2'' mid rail for 6'h.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6''
picket spacing: 1/2''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h

CARLISLE

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top and Bottom Rail. 

Aluminum reinforcement in bottom rail.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6'' with dog ear caps.
picket spacing: 1/2''
posts: 4'' x 4'', 5'' x 5'' post for 6'h
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h
note: Limited racking for this style

PLYMOUTH

4

Hometown Vinyl has cutting edge CNC (computer numerical control) machin-
ery to build your fence to specification. Our trained technicians will build your
fence with computerized routing machines and saws. We will then heat wrap
your order to ensure that it arrives on the job clean and ready for installation.
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colors: White and Almond.
rails: 1 1/2'' x 5 1/2''
posts: 5'' x 5''

Heights: 4', 5', 6'
colors: Kanyon and Graystone.
rails: 1 1/2'' x 5 1/2'' with steel reinforcement.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6'' Tongue and Groove.
posts: 5'' x 5''
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Heights: 36' and 42'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' T-rail top. 2'' x 3 1/2'' bottom rail. 

Aluminum Reinforcement in both.
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 3 1/2''
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7

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top and Bottom Rail, 2'' x 3 1/2'' mid rail 

for 6'h. Aluminum reinforcement for bottom rail.
pickets: 7/8'' x 1 1/2'' and 7/8'' x 3'' alternating.
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 4'' x 4'', 5'' x 5'' for 6'h
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h

fairfield

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top and Bottom Rail. Aluminum 

reinforcement for bottom rail. Middle rail for 6'h.
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4'' or 3''
pool code: 4'h, 5'h , 6'h, 

GreenWicH
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colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top and Bottom rail, mid rail for 6'h.
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pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h
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6
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every time.

neW!
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D&D TECHNoLoGIES
LoKK LATCH Pro

This is the privacy latch fencing contractors and locksmiths
have been waiting for! Award-winning Lokk•Latch PRO® is
the most sophisticated privacy and security gate latch ever
devised. This quality, two-part latch can be operated and
locked from either side of the gate! It can be conveniently
keyed-alike (by a locksmith) to match most household doors
by way of its sturdy 6-pin security lock. This stylishly designed
latch is manufactured from molded, rust-proof polymer materials
and marine-grade stainless steel components, all of which
ensure a robust,high-impact product that’s designed to last.

MuLTI ADJuST HINGE

The Tru•Close® “MULTI-ADJUST™” tension-adjustable hinge
is the ideal hinge for vinyl or wood gates. This revolutionary
heavy duty hinge offers the ultimate range of vertical and
horizontal adjustment, plus tension adjustment, for large,
heavy or high-traffic gates. This, combined with fast, 
convenient fitting alignment, makes the MULTI-ADJUST™
from Tru•Close® the ideal “big gate hinge.” The MULTI-
ADJUST hinge carries all the usual Tru•Close® hinge 
benefits: no rusting, no binding, no sagging and no staining!
The most notable feature is the horizontal and vertical
adjustment – the ability to adjust the hinge (the gate) up to
3/4” (19mm) in either a vertical or a horizontal direction at
any time after installation.

MAGNA LATCH

Ideal for Swimming Pools and other Child Safety Gates. Easy to
install within minutes. The high mounting position is specially
designed to be out of reach of children. Combine this product
with our Tru-Close® self-closing gate hinges for the ultimate in
safe and dependable gate operation.

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail, 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5'h, 6'h

esseX

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5', 6'h

HANOVER

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5'' 
pool code: 5'h , 6'h

VENTNOR

3

CoLor CHArTS
It’s your choice. Any one of our 3 colors are made to stand the test of time, and give your property that distinctive look
for years to come. Check with your local dealer for availability and current lead times. (colors are approximate)

WHITE ALMOND KHAKI
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GoTHIC DoME TEArDroP

SoLAr EXTErNAL INTErNAL

NEW ENGLAND LIGHTED fEDErATIoN

Vinyl post caps shown below are available in all colors and are also covered by the lifetime warranty.

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 4'' x 4'' Top and Bottom Rail. 

2'' x 3 1/2'' middle rail for 6'h.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6'' 
picket spacing: 1/2''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h

LONGWOOD

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 6'' Top and Bottom Rail, 2'' x 3 1/2'' mid rail for 6'h.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6''
picket spacing: 1/2''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h

CARLISLE

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top and Bottom Rail. 

Aluminum reinforcement in bottom rail.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6'' with dog ear caps.
picket spacing: 1/2''
posts: 4'' x 4'', 5'' x 5'' post for 6'h
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h
note: Limited racking for this style

PLYMOUTH

4

Hometown Vinyl has cutting edge CNC (computer numerical control) machin-
ery to build your fence to specification. Our trained technicians will build your
fence with computerized routing machines and saws. We will then heat wrap
your order to ensure that it arrives on the job clean and ready for installation.
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Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White, Almond, Khaki.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 7'' middle and bottom rail.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6'' Tongue and Groove. 

1 1/2'' square pickets on top accent.   
picket spacing: 1 3/4'' on top accent.
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5'h, 6'h

BRANDYWINE

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6', 8'
colors: White, Almond, Khaki.
rails: 2'' x 7'' Top and Bottom Rail.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6'' Tongue and Groove.
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h

NEWPORT

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6', 8'
colors: White, Almond, Khaki.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail, 2'' x 7'' Middle and Bottom Rail.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6'' Tongue and Groove.
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5'h, 6'h

GEORGETOWN

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White, Almond, Khaki.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail, 2'' x 7'' Middle and Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square top accent. 

7/8'' x 6'' Tongue and Groove.
picket spacing: 3'' on top accent
posts: 5'' x 5''    
pool code: 5'h, 6'h

CANTERBURY

5

Hometown Vinyl is proud
to introduce its new line of
premium vinyl arbors man-
ufactured by New England
Arbors. With many styles
to choose, these products
are manufactured by mold-
ing premium, high grade
polymers around tradition-
al structural elements to
create the classic look of
wood without the tradition-
al maintenance. Your deci-
sion to invest in a product
from North America's
largest and most trusted
vinyl arbor manufacturer
will satisfy you like no other.

fairfield arbor ashbury arbor

nantucket arbor newport arbor
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D&D TECHNoLoGIES
LoKK LATCH Pro

This is the privacy latch fencing contractors and locksmiths
have been waiting for! Award-winning Lokk•Latch PRO® is
the most sophisticated privacy and security gate latch ever
devised. This quality, two-part latch can be operated and
locked from either side of the gate! It can be conveniently
keyed-alike (by a locksmith) to match most household doors
by way of its sturdy 6-pin security lock. This stylishly designed
latch is manufactured from molded, rust-proof polymer materials
and marine-grade stainless steel components, all of which
ensure a robust,high-impact product that’s designed to last.

MuLTI ADJuST HINGE

The Tru•Close® “MULTI-ADJUST™” tension-adjustable hinge
is the ideal hinge for vinyl or wood gates. This revolutionary
heavy duty hinge offers the ultimate range of vertical and
horizontal adjustment, plus tension adjustment, for large,
heavy or high-traffic gates. This, combined with fast, 
convenient fitting alignment, makes the MULTI-ADJUST™
from Tru•Close® the ideal “big gate hinge.” The MULTI-
ADJUST hinge carries all the usual Tru•Close® hinge 
benefits: no rusting, no binding, no sagging and no staining!
The most notable feature is the horizontal and vertical
adjustment – the ability to adjust the hinge (the gate) up to
3/4” (19mm) in either a vertical or a horizontal direction at
any time after installation.

MAGNA LATCH

Ideal for Swimming Pools and other Child Safety Gates. Easy to
install within minutes. The high mounting position is specially
designed to be out of reach of children. Combine this product
with our Tru-Close® self-closing gate hinges for the ultimate in
safe and dependable gate operation.

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail, 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5'h, 6'h

esseX

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5', 6'h

HANOVER

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5'' 
pool code: 5'h , 6'h

VENTNOR

3

CoLor CHArTS
It’s your choice. Any one of our 3 colors are made to stand the test of time, and give your property that distinctive look
for years to come. Check with your local dealer for availability and current lead times. (colors are approximate)

WHITE ALMOND KHAKI
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Heights: 3', 4', 5'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 1 1/2'' x 5 1/2''
posts: 5'' x 5''

Heights: 4', 5', 6'
colors: Kanyon and Graystone.
rails: 1 1/2'' x 5 1/2'' with steel reinforcement.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6'' Tongue and Groove.
posts: 5'' x 5''

rancH rail

WoodGrain priVacy fence

Heights: 36' and 42'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' T-rail top. 2'' x 3 1/2'' bottom rail. 

Aluminum Reinforcement in both.
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 3 1/2''
posts: 4'' x 4''

aValon

7

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top and Bottom Rail, 2'' x 3 1/2'' mid rail 

for 6'h. Aluminum reinforcement for bottom rail.
pickets: 7/8'' x 1 1/2'' and 7/8'' x 3'' alternating.
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 4'' x 4'', 5'' x 5'' for 6'h
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h

fairfield

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top and Bottom Rail. Aluminum 

reinforcement for bottom rail. Middle rail for 6'h.
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4'' or 3''
pool code: 4'h, 5'h , 6'h, 

GreenWicH

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top and Bottom rail, mid rail for 6'h.

Aluminum reinforcement for bottom rail.
picket spacing: 3'', 1 3/4'', 1''
posts: 4'' x 4'', 5'' x 5'' for 6'h
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h

arcadia

6

Hometown Vinyl has an enormous inventory at our Mickleton, NJ plant to 
eliminate extended lead times.

Hometown Vinyl has a fleet of trucks to guarantee delivery on time 
every time.

neW!
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GoTHIC DoME TEArDroP

SoLAr EXTErNAL INTErNAL

NEW ENGLAND LIGHTED fEDErATIoN

Vinyl post caps shown below are available in all colors and are also covered by the lifetime warranty.

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 4'' x 4'' Top and Bottom Rail. 

2'' x 3 1/2'' middle rail for 6'h.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6'' 
picket spacing: 1/2''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h

LONGWOOD

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 6'' Top and Bottom Rail, 2'' x 3 1/2'' mid rail for 6'h.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6''
picket spacing: 1/2''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h

CARLISLE

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top and Bottom Rail. 

Aluminum reinforcement in bottom rail.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6'' with dog ear caps.
picket spacing: 1/2''
posts: 4'' x 4'', 5'' x 5'' post for 6'h
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h
note: Limited racking for this style

PLYMOUTH

4

Hometown Vinyl has cutting edge CNC (computer numerical control) machin-
ery to build your fence to specification. Our trained technicians will build your
fence with computerized routing machines and saws. We will then heat wrap
your order to ensure that it arrives on the job clean and ready for installation.
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RANCH RAIL (4 RAIL)RANCH RAIL (2 RAIL)

RANCH RAIL (3 RAIL) CROSSBUCK RAIL

SEND PHOTO SEND PHOTO

Heights: 3’, 4’, 5’
Colors: White and Almond
Rails: 1 1/2” x 5 1/2”
Posts: 5” x 5” 

RANCH RAIL
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D&D TECHNoLoGIES
LoKK LATCH Pro

This is the privacy latch fencing contractors and locksmiths
have been waiting for! Award-winning Lokk•Latch PRO® is
the most sophisticated privacy and security gate latch ever
devised. This quality, two-part latch can be operated and
locked from either side of the gate! It can be conveniently
keyed-alike (by a locksmith) to match most household doors
by way of its sturdy 6-pin security lock. This stylishly designed
latch is manufactured from molded, rust-proof polymer materials
and marine-grade stainless steel components, all of which
ensure a robust,high-impact product that’s designed to last.

MuLTI ADJuST HINGE

The Tru•Close® “MULTI-ADJUST™” tension-adjustable hinge
is the ideal hinge for vinyl or wood gates. This revolutionary
heavy duty hinge offers the ultimate range of vertical and
horizontal adjustment, plus tension adjustment, for large,
heavy or high-traffic gates. This, combined with fast, 
convenient fitting alignment, makes the MULTI-ADJUST™
from Tru•Close® the ideal “big gate hinge.” The MULTI-
ADJUST hinge carries all the usual Tru•Close® hinge 
benefits: no rusting, no binding, no sagging and no staining!
The most notable feature is the horizontal and vertical
adjustment – the ability to adjust the hinge (the gate) up to
3/4” (19mm) in either a vertical or a horizontal direction at
any time after installation.

MAGNA LATCH

Ideal for Swimming Pools and other Child Safety Gates. Easy to
install within minutes. The high mounting position is specially
designed to be out of reach of children. Combine this product
with our Tru-Close® self-closing gate hinges for the ultimate in
safe and dependable gate operation.

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail, 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5'h, 6'h

esseX

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5', 6'h

HANOVER

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5'' 
pool code: 5'h , 6'h

VENTNOR

3

CoLor CHArTS
It’s your choice. Any one of our 3 colors are made to stand the test of time, and give your property that distinctive look
for years to come. Check with your local dealer for availability and current lead times. (colors are approximate)

WHITE ALMOND KHAKI
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GoTHIC DoME TEArDroP

SoLAr EXTErNAL INTErNAL

NEW ENGLAND LIGHTED fEDErATIoN

Vinyl post caps shown below are available in all colors and are also covered by the lifetime warranty.

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 4'' x 4'' Top and Bottom Rail. 

2'' x 3 1/2'' middle rail for 6'h.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6'' 
picket spacing: 1/2''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h

LONGWOOD

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 6'' Top and Bottom Rail, 2'' x 3 1/2'' mid rail for 6'h.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6''
picket spacing: 1/2''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h

CARLISLE

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top and Bottom Rail. 

Aluminum reinforcement in bottom rail.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6'' with dog ear caps.
picket spacing: 1/2''
posts: 4'' x 4'', 5'' x 5'' post for 6'h
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h
note: Limited racking for this style

PLYMOUTH

4

Hometown Vinyl has cutting edge CNC (computer numerical control) machin-
ery to build your fence to specification. Our trained technicians will build your
fence with computerized routing machines and saws. We will then heat wrap
your order to ensure that it arrives on the job clean and ready for installation.
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Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White, Almond, Khaki.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 7'' middle and bottom rail.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6'' Tongue and Groove. 

1 1/2'' square pickets on top accent.   
picket spacing: 1 3/4'' on top accent.
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5'h, 6'h

BRANDYWINE

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6', 8'
colors: White, Almond, Khaki.
rails: 2'' x 7'' Top and Bottom Rail.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6'' Tongue and Groove.
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h

NEWPORT

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6', 8'
colors: White, Almond, Khaki.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail, 2'' x 7'' Middle and Bottom Rail.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6'' Tongue and Groove.
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5'h, 6'h

GEORGETOWN

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White, Almond, Khaki.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail, 2'' x 7'' Middle and Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square top accent. 

7/8'' x 6'' Tongue and Groove.
picket spacing: 3'' on top accent
posts: 5'' x 5''    
pool code: 5'h, 6'h

CANTERBURY

5

Hometown Vinyl is proud
to introduce its new line of
premium vinyl arbors man-
ufactured by New England
Arbors. With many styles
to choose, these products
are manufactured by mold-
ing premium, high grade
polymers around tradition-
al structural elements to
create the classic look of
wood without the tradition-
al maintenance. Your deci-
sion to invest in a product
from North America's
largest and most trusted
vinyl arbor manufacturer
will satisfy you like no other.

fairfield arbor ashbury arbor

nantucket arbor newport arbor
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Georgetown w/ 
Deco Rail shown

DECO RAILTRANSITIONS

CUSTOM BENDS SLOPE TRANSITIONS

Transitions offer many options 
for unique design applications

OPTIONS

10

D&D TECHNoLoGIES
LoKK LATCH Pro

This is the privacy latch fencing contractors and locksmiths
have been waiting for! Award-winning Lokk•Latch PRO® is
the most sophisticated privacy and security gate latch ever
devised. This quality, two-part latch can be operated and
locked from either side of the gate! It can be conveniently
keyed-alike (by a locksmith) to match most household doors
by way of its sturdy 6-pin security lock. This stylishly designed
latch is manufactured from molded, rust-proof polymer materials
and marine-grade stainless steel components, all of which
ensure a robust,high-impact product that’s designed to last.

MuLTI ADJuST HINGE

The Tru•Close® “MULTI-ADJUST™” tension-adjustable hinge
is the ideal hinge for vinyl or wood gates. This revolutionary
heavy duty hinge offers the ultimate range of vertical and
horizontal adjustment, plus tension adjustment, for large,
heavy or high-traffic gates. This, combined with fast, 
convenient fitting alignment, makes the MULTI-ADJUST™
from Tru•Close® the ideal “big gate hinge.” The MULTI-
ADJUST hinge carries all the usual Tru•Close® hinge 
benefits: no rusting, no binding, no sagging and no staining!
The most notable feature is the horizontal and vertical
adjustment – the ability to adjust the hinge (the gate) up to
3/4” (19mm) in either a vertical or a horizontal direction at
any time after installation.

MAGNA LATCH

Ideal for Swimming Pools and other Child Safety Gates. Easy to
install within minutes. The high mounting position is specially
designed to be out of reach of children. Combine this product
with our Tru-Close® self-closing gate hinges for the ultimate in
safe and dependable gate operation.

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail, 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5'h, 6'h

esseX

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5', 6'h

HANOVER

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5'' 
pool code: 5'h , 6'h

VENTNOR

3

CoLor CHArTS
It’s your choice. Any one of our 3 colors are made to stand the test of time, and give your property that distinctive look
for years to come. Check with your local dealer for availability and current lead times. (colors are approximate)

WHITE ALMOND KHAKI
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NEW ENGLAND
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FEDERATION

SOLAR

GoTHIC DoME TEArDroP

SoLAr EXTErNAL INTErNAL

NEW ENGLAND LIGHTED fEDErATIoN

Vinyl post caps shown below are available in all colors and are also covered by the lifetime warranty.

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 4'' x 4'' Top and Bottom Rail. 

2'' x 3 1/2'' middle rail for 6'h.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6'' 
picket spacing: 1/2''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h

LONGWOOD

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 6'' Top and Bottom Rail, 2'' x 3 1/2'' mid rail for 6'h.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6''
picket spacing: 1/2''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h

CARLISLE

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top and Bottom Rail. 

Aluminum reinforcement in bottom rail.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6'' with dog ear caps.
picket spacing: 1/2''
posts: 4'' x 4'', 5'' x 5'' post for 6'h
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h
note: Limited racking for this style

PLYMOUTH

4

Hometown Vinyl has cutting edge CNC (computer numerical control) machin-
ery to build your fence to specification. Our trained technicians will build your
fence with computerized routing machines and saws. We will then heat wrap
your order to ensure that it arrives on the job clean and ready for installation.
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Vinyl posts & caps below are available in all colors and covered by the lifetime warranty.

CAPS
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D&D TECHNoLoGIES
LoKK LATCH Pro

This is the privacy latch fencing contractors and locksmiths
have been waiting for! Award-winning Lokk•Latch PRO® is
the most sophisticated privacy and security gate latch ever
devised. This quality, two-part latch can be operated and
locked from either side of the gate! It can be conveniently
keyed-alike (by a locksmith) to match most household doors
by way of its sturdy 6-pin security lock. This stylishly designed
latch is manufactured from molded, rust-proof polymer materials
and marine-grade stainless steel components, all of which
ensure a robust,high-impact product that’s designed to last.

MuLTI ADJuST HINGE

The Tru•Close® “MULTI-ADJUST™” tension-adjustable hinge
is the ideal hinge for vinyl or wood gates. This revolutionary
heavy duty hinge offers the ultimate range of vertical and
horizontal adjustment, plus tension adjustment, for large,
heavy or high-traffic gates. This, combined with fast, 
convenient fitting alignment, makes the MULTI-ADJUST™
from Tru•Close® the ideal “big gate hinge.” The MULTI-
ADJUST hinge carries all the usual Tru•Close® hinge 
benefits: no rusting, no binding, no sagging and no staining!
The most notable feature is the horizontal and vertical
adjustment – the ability to adjust the hinge (the gate) up to
3/4” (19mm) in either a vertical or a horizontal direction at
any time after installation.

MAGNA LATCH

Ideal for Swimming Pools and other Child Safety Gates. Easy to
install within minutes. The high mounting position is specially
designed to be out of reach of children. Combine this product
with our Tru-Close® self-closing gate hinges for the ultimate in
safe and dependable gate operation.

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail, 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5'h, 6'h

esseX

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5', 6'h

HANOVER

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5'' 
pool code: 5'h , 6'h

VENTNOR

3

CoLor CHArTS
It’s your choice. Any one of our 3 colors are made to stand the test of time, and give your property that distinctive look
for years to come. Check with your local dealer for availability and current lead times. (colors are approximate)

WHITE ALMOND KHAKI
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Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White, Almond, Khaki.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 7'' middle and bottom rail.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6'' Tongue and Groove. 

1 1/2'' square pickets on top accent.   
picket spacing: 1 3/4'' on top accent.
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5'h, 6'h

BRANDYWINE

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6', 8'
colors: White, Almond, Khaki.
rails: 2'' x 7'' Top and Bottom Rail.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6'' Tongue and Groove.
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h

NEWPORT

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6', 8'
colors: White, Almond, Khaki.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail, 2'' x 7'' Middle and Bottom Rail.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6'' Tongue and Groove.
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5'h, 6'h

GEORGETOWN

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White, Almond, Khaki.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail, 2'' x 7'' Middle and Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square top accent. 

7/8'' x 6'' Tongue and Groove.
picket spacing: 3'' on top accent
posts: 5'' x 5''    
pool code: 5'h, 6'h

CANTERBURY

5

Hometown Vinyl is proud
to introduce its new line of
premium vinyl arbors man-
ufactured by New England
Arbors. With many styles
to choose, these products
are manufactured by mold-
ing premium, high grade
polymers around tradition-
al structural elements to
create the classic look of
wood without the tradition-
al maintenance. Your deci-
sion to invest in a product
from North America's
largest and most trusted
vinyl arbor manufacturer
will satisfy you like no other.

fairfield arbor ashbury arbor

nantucket arbor newport arbor
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D&D TECHNoLoGIES
LoKK LATCH Pro

This is the privacy latch fencing contractors and locksmiths
have been waiting for! Award-winning Lokk•Latch PRO® is
the most sophisticated privacy and security gate latch ever
devised. This quality, two-part latch can be operated and
locked from either side of the gate! It can be conveniently
keyed-alike (by a locksmith) to match most household doors
by way of its sturdy 6-pin security lock. This stylishly designed
latch is manufactured from molded, rust-proof polymer materials
and marine-grade stainless steel components, all of which
ensure a robust,high-impact product that’s designed to last.

MuLTI ADJuST HINGE

The Tru•Close® “MULTI-ADJUST™” tension-adjustable hinge
is the ideal hinge for vinyl or wood gates. This revolutionary
heavy duty hinge offers the ultimate range of vertical and
horizontal adjustment, plus tension adjustment, for large,
heavy or high-traffic gates. This, combined with fast, 
convenient fitting alignment, makes the MULTI-ADJUST™
from Tru•Close® the ideal “big gate hinge.” The MULTI-
ADJUST hinge carries all the usual Tru•Close® hinge 
benefits: no rusting, no binding, no sagging and no staining!
The most notable feature is the horizontal and vertical
adjustment – the ability to adjust the hinge (the gate) up to
3/4” (19mm) in either a vertical or a horizontal direction at
any time after installation.

MAGNA LATCH

Ideal for Swimming Pools and other Child Safety Gates. Easy to
install within minutes. The high mounting position is specially
designed to be out of reach of children. Combine this product
with our Tru-Close® self-closing gate hinges for the ultimate in
safe and dependable gate operation.

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail, 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5'h, 6'h

esseX

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5', 6'h

HANOVER

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5'' 
pool code: 5'h , 6'h

VENTNOR

3

CoLor CHArTS
It’s your choice. Any one of our 3 colors are made to stand the test of time, and give your property that distinctive look
for years to come. Check with your local dealer for availability and current lead times. (colors are approximate)

WHITE ALMOND KHAKI
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D&D TECHNoLoGIES
LoKK LATCH Pro

This is the privacy latch fencing contractors and locksmiths
have been waiting for! Award-winning Lokk•Latch PRO® is
the most sophisticated privacy and security gate latch ever
devised. This quality, two-part latch can be operated and
locked from either side of the gate! It can be conveniently
keyed-alike (by a locksmith) to match most household doors
by way of its sturdy 6-pin security lock. This stylishly designed
latch is manufactured from molded, rust-proof polymer materials
and marine-grade stainless steel components, all of which
ensure a robust,high-impact product that’s designed to last.

MuLTI ADJuST HINGE

The Tru•Close® “MULTI-ADJUST™” tension-adjustable hinge
is the ideal hinge for vinyl or wood gates. This revolutionary
heavy duty hinge offers the ultimate range of vertical and
horizontal adjustment, plus tension adjustment, for large,
heavy or high-traffic gates. This, combined with fast, 
convenient fitting alignment, makes the MULTI-ADJUST™
from Tru•Close® the ideal “big gate hinge.” The MULTI-
ADJUST hinge carries all the usual Tru•Close® hinge 
benefits: no rusting, no binding, no sagging and no staining!
The most notable feature is the horizontal and vertical
adjustment – the ability to adjust the hinge (the gate) up to
3/4” (19mm) in either a vertical or a horizontal direction at
any time after installation.

MAGNA LATCH

Ideal for Swimming Pools and other Child Safety Gates. Easy to
install within minutes. The high mounting position is specially
designed to be out of reach of children. Combine this product
with our Tru-Close® self-closing gate hinges for the ultimate in
safe and dependable gate operation.

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail, 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5'h, 6'h

esseX

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5', 6'h

HANOVER

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5'' 
pool code: 5'h , 6'h

VENTNOR

3

CoLor CHArTS
It’s your choice. Any one of our 3 colors are made to stand the test of time, and give your property that distinctive look
for years to come. Check with your local dealer for availability and current lead times. (colors are approximate)

WHITE ALMOND KHAKI
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D&D TECHNoLoGIES
LoKK LATCH Pro

This is the privacy latch fencing contractors and locksmiths
have been waiting for! Award-winning Lokk•Latch PRO® is
the most sophisticated privacy and security gate latch ever
devised. This quality, two-part latch can be operated and
locked from either side of the gate! It can be conveniently
keyed-alike (by a locksmith) to match most household doors
by way of its sturdy 6-pin security lock. This stylishly designed
latch is manufactured from molded, rust-proof polymer materials
and marine-grade stainless steel components, all of which
ensure a robust,high-impact product that’s designed to last.

MuLTI ADJuST HINGE

The Tru•Close® “MULTI-ADJUST™” tension-adjustable hinge
is the ideal hinge for vinyl or wood gates. This revolutionary
heavy duty hinge offers the ultimate range of vertical and
horizontal adjustment, plus tension adjustment, for large,
heavy or high-traffic gates. This, combined with fast, 
convenient fitting alignment, makes the MULTI-ADJUST™
from Tru•Close® the ideal “big gate hinge.” The MULTI-
ADJUST hinge carries all the usual Tru•Close® hinge 
benefits: no rusting, no binding, no sagging and no staining!
The most notable feature is the horizontal and vertical
adjustment – the ability to adjust the hinge (the gate) up to
3/4” (19mm) in either a vertical or a horizontal direction at
any time after installation.

MAGNA LATCH

Ideal for Swimming Pools and other Child Safety Gates. Easy to
install within minutes. The high mounting position is specially
designed to be out of reach of children. Combine this product
with our Tru-Close® self-closing gate hinges for the ultimate in
safe and dependable gate operation.

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail, 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5'h, 6'h

esseX

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5', 6'h

HANOVER

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5'' 
pool code: 5'h , 6'h

VENTNOR

3

CoLor CHArTS
It’s your choice. Any one of our 3 colors are made to stand the test of time, and give your property that distinctive look
for years to come. Check with your local dealer for availability and current lead times. (colors are approximate)

WHITE ALMOND KHAKI
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LOKK LATCH 
DELUXE

POSITIVE INTERLOCK DESIGN
Privacy panels incorporate a POSITIVE INTERLOCK DESIGN 
that is specifically engineered to ensure a clean, seamless pri-
vacy panel look and POSITIVE INTERLOCK DESIGN provides 
superior wind load resistance when compared to standard 
tongue-and-groove panel systems.  You can be confident your 
Hometown Vinyl fence will have long-lasting beauty that will 
add alue to your home for years to come.

HEAVY DUTY  
TRUE CLOSE HINGE

MAGNA 
LATCH

10

D&D TECHNoLoGIES
LoKK LATCH Pro

This is the privacy latch fencing contractors and locksmiths
have been waiting for! Award-winning Lokk•Latch PRO® is
the most sophisticated privacy and security gate latch ever
devised. This quality, two-part latch can be operated and
locked from either side of the gate! It can be conveniently
keyed-alike (by a locksmith) to match most household doors
by way of its sturdy 6-pin security lock. This stylishly designed
latch is manufactured from molded, rust-proof polymer materials
and marine-grade stainless steel components, all of which
ensure a robust,high-impact product that’s designed to last.

MuLTI ADJuST HINGE

The Tru•Close® “MULTI-ADJUST™” tension-adjustable hinge
is the ideal hinge for vinyl or wood gates. This revolutionary
heavy duty hinge offers the ultimate range of vertical and
horizontal adjustment, plus tension adjustment, for large,
heavy or high-traffic gates. This, combined with fast, 
convenient fitting alignment, makes the MULTI-ADJUST™
from Tru•Close® the ideal “big gate hinge.” The MULTI-
ADJUST hinge carries all the usual Tru•Close® hinge 
benefits: no rusting, no binding, no sagging and no staining!
The most notable feature is the horizontal and vertical
adjustment – the ability to adjust the hinge (the gate) up to
3/4” (19mm) in either a vertical or a horizontal direction at
any time after installation.

MAGNA LATCH

Ideal for Swimming Pools and other Child Safety Gates. Easy to
install within minutes. The high mounting position is specially
designed to be out of reach of children. Combine this product
with our Tru-Close® self-closing gate hinges for the ultimate in
safe and dependable gate operation.

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail, 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5'h, 6'h

esseX

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5', 6'h

HANOVER

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5'' 
pool code: 5'h , 6'h

VENTNOR

3

CoLor CHArTS
It’s your choice. Any one of our 3 colors are made to stand the test of time, and give your property that distinctive look
for years to come. Check with your local dealer for availability and current lead times. (colors are approximate)

WHITE ALMOND KHAKI
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D&D TECHNoLoGIES
LoKK LATCH Pro

This is the privacy latch fencing contractors and locksmiths
have been waiting for! Award-winning Lokk•Latch PRO® is
the most sophisticated privacy and security gate latch ever
devised. This quality, two-part latch can be operated and
locked from either side of the gate! It can be conveniently
keyed-alike (by a locksmith) to match most household doors
by way of its sturdy 6-pin security lock. This stylishly designed
latch is manufactured from molded, rust-proof polymer materials
and marine-grade stainless steel components, all of which
ensure a robust,high-impact product that’s designed to last.

MuLTI ADJuST HINGE

The Tru•Close® “MULTI-ADJUST™” tension-adjustable hinge
is the ideal hinge for vinyl or wood gates. This revolutionary
heavy duty hinge offers the ultimate range of vertical and
horizontal adjustment, plus tension adjustment, for large,
heavy or high-traffic gates. This, combined with fast, 
convenient fitting alignment, makes the MULTI-ADJUST™
from Tru•Close® the ideal “big gate hinge.” The MULTI-
ADJUST hinge carries all the usual Tru•Close® hinge 
benefits: no rusting, no binding, no sagging and no staining!
The most notable feature is the horizontal and vertical
adjustment – the ability to adjust the hinge (the gate) up to
3/4” (19mm) in either a vertical or a horizontal direction at
any time after installation.

MAGNA LATCH

Ideal for Swimming Pools and other Child Safety Gates. Easy to
install within minutes. The high mounting position is specially
designed to be out of reach of children. Combine this product
with our Tru-Close® self-closing gate hinges for the ultimate in
safe and dependable gate operation.

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail, 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5'h, 6'h

esseX

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5', 6'h

HANOVER

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5'' 
pool code: 5'h , 6'h

VENTNOR

3

CoLor CHArTS
It’s your choice. Any one of our 3 colors are made to stand the test of time, and give your property that distinctive look
for years to come. Check with your local dealer for availability and current lead times. (colors are approximate)

WHITE ALMOND KHAKI
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D&D TECHNoLoGIES
LoKK LATCH Pro

This is the privacy latch fencing contractors and locksmiths
have been waiting for! Award-winning Lokk•Latch PRO® is
the most sophisticated privacy and security gate latch ever
devised. This quality, two-part latch can be operated and
locked from either side of the gate! It can be conveniently
keyed-alike (by a locksmith) to match most household doors
by way of its sturdy 6-pin security lock. This stylishly designed
latch is manufactured from molded, rust-proof polymer materials
and marine-grade stainless steel components, all of which
ensure a robust,high-impact product that’s designed to last.

MuLTI ADJuST HINGE

The Tru•Close® “MULTI-ADJUST™” tension-adjustable hinge
is the ideal hinge for vinyl or wood gates. This revolutionary
heavy duty hinge offers the ultimate range of vertical and
horizontal adjustment, plus tension adjustment, for large,
heavy or high-traffic gates. This, combined with fast, 
convenient fitting alignment, makes the MULTI-ADJUST™
from Tru•Close® the ideal “big gate hinge.” The MULTI-
ADJUST hinge carries all the usual Tru•Close® hinge 
benefits: no rusting, no binding, no sagging and no staining!
The most notable feature is the horizontal and vertical
adjustment – the ability to adjust the hinge (the gate) up to
3/4” (19mm) in either a vertical or a horizontal direction at
any time after installation.

MAGNA LATCH

Ideal for Swimming Pools and other Child Safety Gates. Easy to
install within minutes. The high mounting position is specially
designed to be out of reach of children. Combine this product
with our Tru-Close® self-closing gate hinges for the ultimate in
safe and dependable gate operation.

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail, 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5'h, 6'h

esseX

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5', 6'h

HANOVER

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5'' 
pool code: 5'h , 6'h

VENTNOR

3

CoLor CHArTS
It’s your choice. Any one of our 3 colors are made to stand the test of time, and give your property that distinctive look
for years to come. Check with your local dealer for availability and current lead times. (colors are approximate)

WHITE ALMOND KHAKI
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D&D TECHNoLoGIES
LoKK LATCH Pro

This is the privacy latch fencing contractors and locksmiths
have been waiting for! Award-winning Lokk•Latch PRO® is
the most sophisticated privacy and security gate latch ever
devised. This quality, two-part latch can be operated and
locked from either side of the gate! It can be conveniently
keyed-alike (by a locksmith) to match most household doors
by way of its sturdy 6-pin security lock. This stylishly designed
latch is manufactured from molded, rust-proof polymer materials
and marine-grade stainless steel components, all of which
ensure a robust,high-impact product that’s designed to last.

MuLTI ADJuST HINGE

The Tru•Close® “MULTI-ADJUST™” tension-adjustable hinge
is the ideal hinge for vinyl or wood gates. This revolutionary
heavy duty hinge offers the ultimate range of vertical and
horizontal adjustment, plus tension adjustment, for large,
heavy or high-traffic gates. This, combined with fast, 
convenient fitting alignment, makes the MULTI-ADJUST™
from Tru•Close® the ideal “big gate hinge.” The MULTI-
ADJUST hinge carries all the usual Tru•Close® hinge 
benefits: no rusting, no binding, no sagging and no staining!
The most notable feature is the horizontal and vertical
adjustment – the ability to adjust the hinge (the gate) up to
3/4” (19mm) in either a vertical or a horizontal direction at
any time after installation.

MAGNA LATCH

Ideal for Swimming Pools and other Child Safety Gates. Easy to
install within minutes. The high mounting position is specially
designed to be out of reach of children. Combine this product
with our Tru-Close® self-closing gate hinges for the ultimate in
safe and dependable gate operation.

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail, 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5'h, 6'h

esseX

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5', 6'h

HANOVER

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5'' 
pool code: 5'h , 6'h

VENTNOR

3

CoLor CHArTS
It’s your choice. Any one of our 3 colors are made to stand the test of time, and give your property that distinctive look
for years to come. Check with your local dealer for availability and current lead times. (colors are approximate)

WHITE ALMOND KHAKI
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D&D TECHNoLoGIES
LoKK LATCH Pro

This is the privacy latch fencing contractors and locksmiths
have been waiting for! Award-winning Lokk•Latch PRO® is
the most sophisticated privacy and security gate latch ever
devised. This quality, two-part latch can be operated and
locked from either side of the gate! It can be conveniently
keyed-alike (by a locksmith) to match most household doors
by way of its sturdy 6-pin security lock. This stylishly designed
latch is manufactured from molded, rust-proof polymer materials
and marine-grade stainless steel components, all of which
ensure a robust,high-impact product that’s designed to last.

MuLTI ADJuST HINGE

The Tru•Close® “MULTI-ADJUST™” tension-adjustable hinge
is the ideal hinge for vinyl or wood gates. This revolutionary
heavy duty hinge offers the ultimate range of vertical and
horizontal adjustment, plus tension adjustment, for large,
heavy or high-traffic gates. This, combined with fast, 
convenient fitting alignment, makes the MULTI-ADJUST™
from Tru•Close® the ideal “big gate hinge.” The MULTI-
ADJUST hinge carries all the usual Tru•Close® hinge 
benefits: no rusting, no binding, no sagging and no staining!
The most notable feature is the horizontal and vertical
adjustment – the ability to adjust the hinge (the gate) up to
3/4” (19mm) in either a vertical or a horizontal direction at
any time after installation.

MAGNA LATCH

Ideal for Swimming Pools and other Child Safety Gates. Easy to
install within minutes. The high mounting position is specially
designed to be out of reach of children. Combine this product
with our Tru-Close® self-closing gate hinges for the ultimate in
safe and dependable gate operation.

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail, 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5'h, 6'h

esseX

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5', 6'h

HANOVER

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5'' 
pool code: 5'h , 6'h

VENTNOR

3

CoLor CHArTS
It’s your choice. Any one of our 3 colors are made to stand the test of time, and give your property that distinctive look
for years to come. Check with your local dealer for availability and current lead times. (colors are approximate)

WHITE ALMOND KHAKI
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GoTHIC DoME TEArDroP

SoLAr EXTErNAL INTErNAL

NEW ENGLAND LIGHTED fEDErATIoN

Vinyl post caps shown below are available in all colors and are also covered by the lifetime warranty.

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 4'' x 4'' Top and Bottom Rail. 

2'' x 3 1/2'' middle rail for 6'h.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6'' 
picket spacing: 1/2''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h

LONGWOOD

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 6'' Top and Bottom Rail, 2'' x 3 1/2'' mid rail for 6'h.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6''
picket spacing: 1/2''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h

CARLISLE

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top and Bottom Rail. 

Aluminum reinforcement in bottom rail.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6'' with dog ear caps.
picket spacing: 1/2''
posts: 4'' x 4'', 5'' x 5'' post for 6'h
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h
note: Limited racking for this style

PLYMOUTH

4

Hometown Vinyl has cutting edge CNC (computer numerical control) machin-
ery to build your fence to specification. Our trained technicians will build your
fence with computerized routing machines and saws. We will then heat wrap
your order to ensure that it arrives on the job clean and ready for installation.
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HARDWARE

STAINLESS STEEL POWDER COATED BLACK HARDWARE

2-Way Latch

Hinge Regular Latch Drop Pin

Spring (self closing gate)10

D&D TECHNoLoGIES
LoKK LATCH Pro

This is the privacy latch fencing contractors and locksmiths
have been waiting for! Award-winning Lokk•Latch PRO® is
the most sophisticated privacy and security gate latch ever
devised. This quality, two-part latch can be operated and
locked from either side of the gate! It can be conveniently
keyed-alike (by a locksmith) to match most household doors
by way of its sturdy 6-pin security lock. This stylishly designed
latch is manufactured from molded, rust-proof polymer materials
and marine-grade stainless steel components, all of which
ensure a robust,high-impact product that’s designed to last.

MuLTI ADJuST HINGE

The Tru•Close® “MULTI-ADJUST™” tension-adjustable hinge
is the ideal hinge for vinyl or wood gates. This revolutionary
heavy duty hinge offers the ultimate range of vertical and
horizontal adjustment, plus tension adjustment, for large,
heavy or high-traffic gates. This, combined with fast, 
convenient fitting alignment, makes the MULTI-ADJUST™
from Tru•Close® the ideal “big gate hinge.” The MULTI-
ADJUST hinge carries all the usual Tru•Close® hinge 
benefits: no rusting, no binding, no sagging and no staining!
The most notable feature is the horizontal and vertical
adjustment – the ability to adjust the hinge (the gate) up to
3/4” (19mm) in either a vertical or a horizontal direction at
any time after installation.

MAGNA LATCH

Ideal for Swimming Pools and other Child Safety Gates. Easy to
install within minutes. The high mounting position is specially
designed to be out of reach of children. Combine this product
with our Tru-Close® self-closing gate hinges for the ultimate in
safe and dependable gate operation.

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail, 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5'h, 6'h

esseX

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5', 6'h

HANOVER

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5'' 
pool code: 5'h , 6'h

VENTNOR

3

CoLor CHArTS
It’s your choice. Any one of our 3 colors are made to stand the test of time, and give your property that distinctive look
for years to come. Check with your local dealer for availability and current lead times. (colors are approximate)

WHITE ALMOND KHAKI
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There are many low end 

products being offered by big
box stores and "fly by night"
fence companies. An investment
like a vinyl fence system should
not be taken lightly. A warranty is
only as good as the company
offering it. We will stand behind
our products as we have been
doing since 1923! 

All fences are not 
created equal!

Backed by the most comprehensive warranties in the business, our vinyl fence is sure to stand the test of time. Our 
White, Almond and Khaki, fence materials are covered by a 50 year prorated warranty, that is also transferable to a 
second homeowner. See your local dealer for a copy of either warranty form.

11

WArrANTY

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top and Bottom Rail. 

Aluminum reinforcement for bottom rail.
pickets: 7/8'' x 3'' Dog Ear and Spade picket caps.
picket spacing: 3'' or 1 3/4''
posts: 4'' x 4'' or 5'' x 5'' for 6'h    
pool code: 5', 6'h

asbury

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail
pickets: 7/8'' x 3'' Dog Ear and Spade picket caps.         
picket spacing: 3'' or 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5' , 6'h

tucKerton

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top and Bottom Rail. 

Aluminum reinforcement for bottom rail.
pickets: 7/8'' x 3'' Dog Ear and Spade picket caps.        
picket spacing: 3'' or 1 3/4''
posts: 4'' x 4'' or 5'' x 5'' for 6'h
pool code: 5', 6'h

freeHold

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail
pickets: 7/8'' x 3'' Dog Ear and Spade picket caps.         
picket spacing: 3'' or 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5', 6'h

GalloWay

2

the full Hometown Vinyl warranty is viewable on our website at www.hometownvinyl.com

Don't be fooled by 
INfErIor ProDuCTS!

Our picket fence is manufactured 
with routed rails to eliminate 

dislodged pickets.

Sagging bottom rails will lead to blown 
out pickets! The structural integrity of our 

2" x 7" privacy rail is unmatched!
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GoTHIC DoME TEArDroP

SoLAr EXTErNAL INTErNAL

NEW ENGLAND LIGHTED fEDErATIoN

Vinyl post caps shown below are available in all colors and are also covered by the lifetime warranty.

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 4'' x 4'' Top and Bottom Rail. 

2'' x 3 1/2'' middle rail for 6'h.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6'' 
picket spacing: 1/2''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h

LONGWOOD

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 6'' Top and Bottom Rail, 2'' x 3 1/2'' mid rail for 6'h.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6''
picket spacing: 1/2''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h

CARLISLE

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top and Bottom Rail. 

Aluminum reinforcement in bottom rail.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6'' with dog ear caps.
picket spacing: 1/2''
posts: 4'' x 4'', 5'' x 5'' post for 6'h
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h
note: Limited racking for this style

PLYMOUTH

4

Hometown Vinyl has cutting edge CNC (computer numerical control) machin-
ery to build your fence to specification. Our trained technicians will build your
fence with computerized routing machines and saws. We will then heat wrap
your order to ensure that it arrives on the job clean and ready for installation.
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D&D TECHNoLoGIES
LoKK LATCH Pro

This is the privacy latch fencing contractors and locksmiths
have been waiting for! Award-winning Lokk•Latch PRO® is
the most sophisticated privacy and security gate latch ever
devised. This quality, two-part latch can be operated and
locked from either side of the gate! It can be conveniently
keyed-alike (by a locksmith) to match most household doors
by way of its sturdy 6-pin security lock. This stylishly designed
latch is manufactured from molded, rust-proof polymer materials
and marine-grade stainless steel components, all of which
ensure a robust,high-impact product that’s designed to last.

MuLTI ADJuST HINGE

The Tru•Close® “MULTI-ADJUST™” tension-adjustable hinge
is the ideal hinge for vinyl or wood gates. This revolutionary
heavy duty hinge offers the ultimate range of vertical and
horizontal adjustment, plus tension adjustment, for large,
heavy or high-traffic gates. This, combined with fast, 
convenient fitting alignment, makes the MULTI-ADJUST™
from Tru•Close® the ideal “big gate hinge.” The MULTI-
ADJUST hinge carries all the usual Tru•Close® hinge 
benefits: no rusting, no binding, no sagging and no staining!
The most notable feature is the horizontal and vertical
adjustment – the ability to adjust the hinge (the gate) up to
3/4” (19mm) in either a vertical or a horizontal direction at
any time after installation.

MAGNA LATCH

Ideal for Swimming Pools and other Child Safety Gates. Easy to
install within minutes. The high mounting position is specially
designed to be out of reach of children. Combine this product
with our Tru-Close® self-closing gate hinges for the ultimate in
safe and dependable gate operation.

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail, 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5'h, 6'h

esseX

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5', 6'h

HANOVER

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5'' 
pool code: 5'h , 6'h

VENTNOR

3

CoLor CHArTS
It’s your choice. Any one of our 3 colors are made to stand the test of time, and give your property that distinctive look
for years to come. Check with your local dealer for availability and current lead times. (colors are approximate)

WHITE ALMOND KHAKI
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Heights: 3', 4', 5'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 1 1/2'' x 5 1/2''
posts: 5'' x 5''

Heights: 4', 5', 6'
colors: Kanyon and Graystone.
rails: 1 1/2'' x 5 1/2'' with steel reinforcement.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6'' Tongue and Groove.
posts: 5'' x 5''

rancH rail

WoodGrain priVacy fence

Heights: 36' and 42'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' T-rail top. 2'' x 3 1/2'' bottom rail. 

Aluminum Reinforcement in both.
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 3 1/2''
posts: 4'' x 4''

aValon

7

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top and Bottom Rail, 2'' x 3 1/2'' mid rail 

for 6'h. Aluminum reinforcement for bottom rail.
pickets: 7/8'' x 1 1/2'' and 7/8'' x 3'' alternating.
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 4'' x 4'', 5'' x 5'' for 6'h
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h

fairfield

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top and Bottom Rail. Aluminum 

reinforcement for bottom rail. Middle rail for 6'h.
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4'' or 3''
pool code: 4'h, 5'h , 6'h, 

GreenWicH

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top and Bottom rail, mid rail for 6'h.

Aluminum reinforcement for bottom rail.
picket spacing: 3'', 1 3/4'', 1''
posts: 4'' x 4'', 5'' x 5'' for 6'h
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h

arcadia

6

Hometown Vinyl has an enormous inventory at our Mickleton, NJ plant to 
eliminate extended lead times.

Hometown Vinyl has a fleet of trucks to guarantee delivery on time 
every time.

neW!
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There are many low end 

products being offered by big
box stores and "fly by night"
fence companies. An investment
like a vinyl fence system should
not be taken lightly. A warranty is
only as good as the company
offering it. We will stand behind
our products as we have been
doing since 1923! 

All fences are not 
created equal!

Backed by the most comprehensive warranties in the business, our vinyl fence is sure to stand the test of time. Our 
White, Almond and Khaki, fence materials are covered by a 50 year prorated warranty, that is also transferable to a 
second homeowner. See your local dealer for a copy of either warranty form.

11

WArrANTY

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top and Bottom Rail. 

Aluminum reinforcement for bottom rail.
pickets: 7/8'' x 3'' Dog Ear and Spade picket caps.
picket spacing: 3'' or 1 3/4''
posts: 4'' x 4'' or 5'' x 5'' for 6'h    
pool code: 5', 6'h

asbury

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail
pickets: 7/8'' x 3'' Dog Ear and Spade picket caps.         
picket spacing: 3'' or 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5' , 6'h

tucKerton

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top and Bottom Rail. 

Aluminum reinforcement for bottom rail.
pickets: 7/8'' x 3'' Dog Ear and Spade picket caps.        
picket spacing: 3'' or 1 3/4''
posts: 4'' x 4'' or 5'' x 5'' for 6'h
pool code: 5', 6'h

freeHold

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail
pickets: 7/8'' x 3'' Dog Ear and Spade picket caps.         
picket spacing: 3'' or 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5', 6'h

GalloWay

2

the full Hometown Vinyl warranty is viewable on our website at www.hometownvinyl.com

Don't be fooled by 
INfErIor ProDuCTS!

Our picket fence is manufactured 
with routed rails to eliminate 

dislodged pickets.

Sagging bottom rails will lead to blown 
out pickets! The structural integrity of our 

2" x 7" privacy rail is unmatched!
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D&D TECHNoLoGIES
LoKK LATCH Pro

This is the privacy latch fencing contractors and locksmiths
have been waiting for! Award-winning Lokk•Latch PRO® is
the most sophisticated privacy and security gate latch ever
devised. This quality, two-part latch can be operated and
locked from either side of the gate! It can be conveniently
keyed-alike (by a locksmith) to match most household doors
by way of its sturdy 6-pin security lock. This stylishly designed
latch is manufactured from molded, rust-proof polymer materials
and marine-grade stainless steel components, all of which
ensure a robust,high-impact product that’s designed to last.

MuLTI ADJuST HINGE

The Tru•Close® “MULTI-ADJUST™” tension-adjustable hinge
is the ideal hinge for vinyl or wood gates. This revolutionary
heavy duty hinge offers the ultimate range of vertical and
horizontal adjustment, plus tension adjustment, for large,
heavy or high-traffic gates. This, combined with fast, 
convenient fitting alignment, makes the MULTI-ADJUST™
from Tru•Close® the ideal “big gate hinge.” The MULTI-
ADJUST hinge carries all the usual Tru•Close® hinge 
benefits: no rusting, no binding, no sagging and no staining!
The most notable feature is the horizontal and vertical
adjustment – the ability to adjust the hinge (the gate) up to
3/4” (19mm) in either a vertical or a horizontal direction at
any time after installation.

MAGNA LATCH

Ideal for Swimming Pools and other Child Safety Gates. Easy to
install within minutes. The high mounting position is specially
designed to be out of reach of children. Combine this product
with our Tru-Close® self-closing gate hinges for the ultimate in
safe and dependable gate operation.

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail, 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5'h, 6'h

esseX

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5', 6'h

HANOVER

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5'' 
pool code: 5'h , 6'h

VENTNOR

3

CoLor CHArTS
It’s your choice. Any one of our 3 colors are made to stand the test of time, and give your property that distinctive look
for years to come. Check with your local dealer for availability and current lead times. (colors are approximate)

WHITE ALMOND KHAKI
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WARRANTY
Backed by the most comprehensive warranties in the 
business, our vinyl fence is sure to stand the test of 
time. Our White, Almond and Khaki, fence materials 
are covered by a 50 year prorated warranty, that is 
also transferable to a second homeowner. See your 

local dealer for a copy of either warranty form.
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doing since 1923! 

All fences are not 
created equal!
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out pickets! The structural integrity of our 
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WArrANTY
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The full Hometown Vinyl warranty is viewable 
on our website at www.hometownvinyl.com

GoTHIC DoME TEArDroP

SoLAr EXTErNAL INTErNAL

NEW ENGLAND LIGHTED fEDErATIoN

Vinyl post caps shown below are available in all colors and are also covered by the lifetime warranty.

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 4'' x 4'' Top and Bottom Rail. 

2'' x 3 1/2'' middle rail for 6'h.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6'' 
picket spacing: 1/2''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h

LONGWOOD

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 6'' Top and Bottom Rail, 2'' x 3 1/2'' mid rail for 6'h.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6''
picket spacing: 1/2''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h

CARLISLE

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top and Bottom Rail. 

Aluminum reinforcement in bottom rail.
pickets: 7/8'' x 6'' with dog ear caps.
picket spacing: 1/2''
posts: 4'' x 4'', 5'' x 5'' post for 6'h
pool code: 4'h, 5'h, 6'h
note: Limited racking for this style

PLYMOUTH

4

Hometown Vinyl has cutting edge CNC (computer numerical control) machin-
ery to build your fence to specification. Our trained technicians will build your
fence with computerized routing machines and saws. We will then heat wrap
your order to ensure that it arrives on the job clean and ready for installation.
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HOMETOWN VINYL SYSTEMS
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D&D TECHNoLoGIES
LoKK LATCH Pro

This is the privacy latch fencing contractors and locksmiths
have been waiting for! Award-winning Lokk•Latch PRO® is
the most sophisticated privacy and security gate latch ever
devised. This quality, two-part latch can be operated and
locked from either side of the gate! It can be conveniently
keyed-alike (by a locksmith) to match most household doors
by way of its sturdy 6-pin security lock. This stylishly designed
latch is manufactured from molded, rust-proof polymer materials
and marine-grade stainless steel components, all of which
ensure a robust,high-impact product that’s designed to last.

MuLTI ADJuST HINGE

The Tru•Close® “MULTI-ADJUST™” tension-adjustable hinge
is the ideal hinge for vinyl or wood gates. This revolutionary
heavy duty hinge offers the ultimate range of vertical and
horizontal adjustment, plus tension adjustment, for large,
heavy or high-traffic gates. This, combined with fast, 
convenient fitting alignment, makes the MULTI-ADJUST™
from Tru•Close® the ideal “big gate hinge.” The MULTI-
ADJUST hinge carries all the usual Tru•Close® hinge 
benefits: no rusting, no binding, no sagging and no staining!
The most notable feature is the horizontal and vertical
adjustment – the ability to adjust the hinge (the gate) up to
3/4” (19mm) in either a vertical or a horizontal direction at
any time after installation.

MAGNA LATCH

Ideal for Swimming Pools and other Child Safety Gates. Easy to
install within minutes. The high mounting position is specially
designed to be out of reach of children. Combine this product
with our Tru-Close® self-closing gate hinges for the ultimate in
safe and dependable gate operation.

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail, 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5'h, 6'h

esseX

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond.
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5''
pool code: 5', 6'h

HANOVER

Heights: 3', 4', 5', 6'
colors: White and Almond
rails: 2'' x 3 1/2'' Top Rail. 2'' x 6'' Bottom Rail.
pickets: 1 1/2'' Square
picket spacing: 1 3/4''
posts: 5'' x 5'' 
pool code: 5'h , 6'h

VENTNOR

3

CoLor CHArTS
It’s your choice. Any one of our 3 colors are made to stand the test of time, and give your property that distinctive look
for years to come. Check with your local dealer for availability and current lead times. (colors are approximate)

WHITE ALMOND KHAKI
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SCIW FENCE PRODUCTS
Wholesale Distributor of 
Quality Fencing Products

Mickleton, NJ           Hamilton, NJ

Manufactured by:

professionally installed by:

Member of:
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Ask About 
Other Options 

That Are  
Available




